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Objective of the session:  
 
This session will address the implementation of policies on the right to the city and the 
reduction of urban inequalities implemented by local governments. The debate will tackle the 
different dimensions of the right to the city that are linked to the global concept of diversity 
discussed within the thematic round table: diversity in its political, social, cultural, economic 
and environmental dimensions.  
 
Speakers: 
 

 Giovanni Allegretti, Architect, Urban Planner and Investigator at the Center of Social 
Studies, University of Coimbra, Portugal 

 Nadia Campeao, Vice-Mayor of Sao Paulo, Brazil  

 Maite Fandos, Deputy Mayor of Barcelona, Spain 

 Patrick Jarry, Mayor of Nanterre, France, President of the UCLG Committee on 
Peripheral Cities 

 Thabo Manyoni, Mayor of Mangaung, South Africa, President of South African Local 
Government Association (SALGA) 

 Halima Tijani, Mayor of Raoued, Tunisia 

 Frédéric Vallier, Secretary General of CEMR 
 
Rapporteur: Nelson Saule Jr., General Coordinator, Instituto Pólis, Brazi 
 

 
 
Key questions that will be raised during the parallel session 

 
a) Tools to implement, monitor and evaluate the right to the city at local level (social 

policies and action plans, provision of equitable public services, municipal human 
rights charters, indicators and human rights diagnosis). 

b) Local Governments Role in Improving Outcomes for Urban Children Post-2015 
c) The challenge of realizing the right to the city in a metropolitan context. 

 
Expected outcomes 

 
a) Exchange of experiences, best practices and innovative policies on the right to the 

city and the fight against urban inequalities. 
b) Recommendations for local government about how to translate the right to the city 

into specific policies, monitoring mechanisms and evaluation tools. 
c) Concrete proposals aiming at feeding into the post-2015 goals and indicators. 
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Key points by Frédéric Vallier (5-min) 
 

1. The right to the city has many different facets – equality between men and women is 
one of them, and one of the most important one! 
 

2. CEMR has been working actively to promote equality between women and men in the 
decision-making process since 1983. 
 

3. Twenty years of efforts and networking between women elected representatives led 
to the adoption in 2006 of a European Charter for Equality of women and men in 
local life. 
 

4. This Charter has been one of our most successful initiatives with some 1,370 
signatories from 29 different European countries. 
 

5. This success lies in the fact that it reconciles different visions of equality in 
Europe, and is also very practical, in the sense that it it does not only present basic 
rights but also proposes concrete methods by which these can be pursued. It has 
also been translated into 25 different languages. 
 

6. Since the launching, we received a lot of requests from signatories to get support on 
how to work with the Charter and especially on how to draw action plans.  
 

7. For this reason, we launched an Observatory of the Charter which now has its own 
website www.charter-equality.eu (supported by our Swedish association).  
 

8. In addition to more concrete information on how to implement the Charter, this 
website facilitates the exchange of experiences and good practices between 
signatories. 
 

9. It also displays an atlas of signatories, which is a search engine regrouping all 
signatories in Europe. 
 

10. In January, in Paris, a Global Agenda for Equality of Women and Men in Local Life 
was adopted and now needs to be implement worldwide. Both the Charter and the 
Observatory are tools to fight against urban inequality and implement the right to the 
city that can be replicated in other parts of the world, help implement this agenda 
and the broader global development agenda both before and after 2015!   
 

http://www.charter-equality.eu/

